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System tractor Pm Trac III.5
With the presentation of the Pm Trac in September 2004 at the
ZLF fair in Munich, Pfanzelt set new standards in the design of
system tractors. Nine years later, a completely new vehicle was
introduced with the launch of the Pm Trac 2380, the first model
of the third generation.
Thanks to its unique vehicle concept, the Pfanzelt system tractor
Pm Trac III is optimised for combined use in agriculture, forestry,
and landscape conservation. With the new generation, a completely separate vehicle chassis has been developed, but its
main components are based on proven large series production
parts. An essential component of the Pm Trac machine concept
is the central body area above the rear axle centre, and the fast
and flexible adaptation to different working conditions.
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System tractor Pm Trac live in action.

youtube.com/pfanzeltTV
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Technical details that impress:
• Power split, continuously variable S-matic transmission
(50 km/h)
• Powerful with 133 and 174 kW engine power
• Safe work in the forest, thanks to active standstill control
of the vehicle
• Stability by the push tube front axle with automatic hydraulic axle locking during crane operation
• Pneumatically sprung XXL comfort cab with optimum allround visibility and 350° electrically rotating operator's
platform
• Support frame with 4 variable mounting and attachment
areas for the heaviest implements
• Pfanzelt system mount PSA: Toolless quick-change console
for crane and cable winch

Pm Trac

Pm Trac III.5 8-wheel
If one combines the Pm Trac with a self-propelled forwarding
trailer and tunes its speed to that of the towing vehicle, the
Pm Trac III 8-wheeler is the result. The Pfanzelt 8x8 forwarding
combination consists of a system tractor and a rear trailer with
4-wheel wheel hub drive. This combination is on a par with a
conventional forwarding combinations and also offers a wide
range of other possible applications.
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Pm Forsttrac III.5
The Pfanzelt Forsttrac 2380 is a special model of the Pm Trac
system tractor and, thanks to its vehicle concept, is optimised
for the heaviest of work with cable winch and grapples in the forest. A new vehicle layout with front winch guarantees optimum
weight distribution and high ground protection.
Technical specs ►Page 131

Certified quality:

Made in
Germany

B
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Multipurpose tractor Pm Trac used for forwarding
Designed for forestry applications, the
Pm Trac multipurpose tractor is also universally applicable.

Forwarding of long and short timber
For long and short timber forwarding, the
rear mounting space, which is located
directly above the rear axle, is used for
mounting the cable winch and forest
crane. Depending on the area of application, a rear crane (low column) or a
loading crane (high column) can be set up
with a favourable centre of gravity.
With Pfanzelt's system mount, the different types of cranes and the forestry
winches can quickly and easily be assembled and disassembled.
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Pm Trac
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Multipurpose tractor Pm Trac Fields of application
Versatility in forestry

In forestry, the Pm Trac is not only convincing in classic forwarding use. In addition to the use with a forestry mulcher
for area cultivation, the Pm Trac can also
show its full potential with an energy
woodcutting gripper. When used with
a felling unit or a mulching head on the
forestry crane which requires a higher hydraulic power, a powerful auxiliary
hydraulic system can be installed.
The Pm Trac's performance spectrum
also includes the use of a shredder.
In addition to shredders with their own
engine, shredders driven by the tractor's
PTO shaft can also be combined. The
rear PTO of the Pm Trac is still accessible
even with the crane and winch mounted.
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Pm Trac

Municipal and landscape
Thanks to the rear-mount space with
power lift, other implements can be operated such as mowing booms in combination with an additional edge mower or
area mulcher.
The Pfanzelt System mount serves as
a support frame for the Pm Trac. The
extreme forces which arise when used
with heavy forwarding cranes or mowing
booms, are absorbed and dissipated in a
controlled way by the supporting frame.
The Pm Trac is also the ideal helper in
landscape maintenance.

Agriculture
As soon as the forestry implements have
been removed, the tractor can be used
for agricultural purposes without any
additional conversion measures, as neither the rear power lift nor any other
relevant components are modified for
forestry operation.
In addition to the rear and front attachment space, front loader consoles are
also part of the system tractor concept.
For municipal use, a municipal coupling
plate can be installed instead of a front
hydraulic system.
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Pm Trac III.5
Technical details at a glance:
12 work lights on the cab roof provide
optimum illumination of the working environment.
A well thought-out system of protected
hoses on the complete crane ensures
minimum downtime.
The Power Link System (toggle joint connection) guarantees maneuverable crane
operation, greater reach, and more lifting
power.
Additional crane floodlights turn night
into day and always light up the gripper
area.
The telescopic cylinder is internally
mounted, protecting it from damage.

Equipped as standard with a powerful
flange rotator and on request also with a
double pendulum brake.

PSA (Pfanzelt system mount) for the
attachment of a cable winch, forwarding or loading crane as well as mowing
booms.
Professional and powerful double drum
gear cable winch with twice 6 and 8 t
pulling power.
Freely accessible rear power take-off
shaft, trailer rail, rear hydraulics even with
mounted crane (without pole shield).
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Pm Trac

Perfect feeling of space in the XXL cabin
thanks to the largely dimensioned air
conditioning with automatic control.
Comfortable, air-suspended cab for two
persons with air-suspended driver's
seat and large passenger seat.
7m2 glass surface and a 350° electrically
rotating operator's platform for an optimal view of the working environment.
Plenty of storage space for chainsaw, fuel
canister, and tools for forestry.
Powerful and economical DEUTZ 6-cylinder engine with 133 or 174 kW.
CLEANFIX reversing fan for radiator
cleaning with optimum cooling and considerable fuel savings.
Front hydraulics with optional front
power take-off shaft or optional Auxiliary
hydraulic pump with 120 l/min.

The thrust tube front axle with automatic
blocking for crane work enables perfect
standing.

EU Tier V: Exhaust aftertreatment with
SCR technology, AdBlue injection, and a
particle filter.

Safe working via an active standstill
control is provided by the continuously
variable, power split transmission.

Quick and easy removable fenders and
lighting equipment for road travel.
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System tractor Pm Trac III.5
Technical details

The chassis
The Pm Trac II was still mounted on the
vehicle chassis of a tractor manufacturer.
However, this was designed for agricultural use and consequently had to be
converted for forestry work. With the new
Pm Trac III series, a completely separate
vehicle chassis has now been developed.
This starts with the vehicle frame specially
designed for forestry operations. The new
front axle, which has been designed as
a push tube axle with hydraulic suspension and automatic locking, also became
a component of this new chassis. As
soon as the Pm Trac stops, the hydraulic
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suspension is automatically locked. The
vehicle now achieves a stability that was
previously only possible with special forestry tractors.
The quiet running and powerful 6-cylinder
DEUTZ engine in the Pm Trac models
2380.5 and 2385.5 with 133 or 174 kW
satisfies highest performance requirements with a minimum of fuel and total
operating costs.
Equipped with a modern and powerful
exhaust gas aftertreatment system, the

Pm Trac meets the limits of the EU Tier
V emissions standard. For exhaust gas
cleaning, a powerful state-of-the-art SCR
injection system is used in addition to
the externally cooled exhaust gas recirculation.

Pm Trac

Pfanzelt system mount (PSA)
Due to the changed cabin position
towards the middle of the vehicle, additional equipment can be placed in the
rear body space using the Pfanzelt system mount (PSA). It is located directly
above the rear axle and therefore optimally designed for the load and the vehicle's
centre of gravity.

A special quick-change system allows the
implements to be changed without tools
within shortest intervals. The assembly or
disassembly of the crane and winch takes
less than 20 minutes.

Crane assembly and disassembly live.

youtube.com/pfanzeltTV
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Road Travel
A roadworthy transmission technology
and a standard road approval for 50 km/h
allow the operator to approach or change
locations quickly and without additional
transport technology. The vehicle can
also be driven on public roads in combination with a forwarding trailer or a trailer
chopper.

The lighting system and fenders required
for road travel can easily and quickly be
converted for forestry operations. The
four fenders, which are mounted as a
pluggable system, are taken off the vehicle. The side indicators and front lights
are concealed behind protective devices.

Forest protection
Pfanzelt's Pm Trac forest protection concept includes bumper guards for the cab,
roof, and engine hood as well as complete protection for the chassis.
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Pm Trac

Serviceability
Pfanzelt's well thought-out service concept begins with easy access for cleaning
the radiators and engine compartment.
The vehicle's cab can be tilted for optimum access to the rest of the engine
compartment. Dismantling of loading
crane and winch, which takes a few
minutes, uncovers the remaining chassis
part.
The base plate of the tractor can also be
opened by a cable winch.

Stowage space
Useful and tidy space for a chainsaw, fuel
canister, and other useful accessories is
provided by a large tool box below the
entrance to the vehicle cabin.
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Pm Trac III.5
Pfanzelt XXL cabin

The pneumatically sprung cabin developed by Pfanzelt enables a quiet and
low-vibration work.
With more than 7 m2 of glass, the view of
the working environment has been further
enhanced. The driver can see his work
area even better which facilitates work,
and increases work safety.
The driver finds a relaxed and ergonomic
seat and working position on the 350°
electrically rotating operator's platform.
When working in the forest, the steering column is quickly and easily folded
towards the side. All important controls
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rotate with the seat and are therefore
always within easy reach.
The Pfanzelt XXL cabin was specially
created to meet the demands of our
customers - little vibration when working
in standing timber as well as maximum
driving comfort at 50 km/h on the road.
Unique in the forestry industry and essential for use in municipal applications,
there is an option of installing a comfortable passenger seat in the cab.

Pm Trac

All operating and monitoring functions are
mounted on the seat and are therefore
always in the operator's field of vision.
(Figure on the right)
The intelligent machine control system
- which is operated via a touchscreen
monitor on the seat - also allows saving
the settings for different drivers.
An additional operating terminal for road
travel is located next to the steering
wheel. All important parameters are displayed there in the driver's best possible
view. (Figure on the left)
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Cranes, cable winches, and forwarding trailers
for the Pm Trac III.5
The crane programme by Pfanzelt is
one of the most extensive on the market. The modern and powerful professional cranes are available for the Pm
Trac in various lifting classes from 5
to 7 m/t and ranges of up to 10 m. In
addition to the technical specifications,
the cranes also differ in their design

Forwarding grapples and cranes
Pfanzelt has designed special cranes to
be mounted on the Pm Trac. The two
available series differ in terms of grapples and cranes. The former have a low
crane column and are therefore specially
designed for grinding long timber. Forwarding cranes, unlike forwarding grapples, have a high crane column and are
optimised both for grinding long timber
and loading a forwarding trailer with short
timber.
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On the Pm Trac, Pfanzelt's winch units
are mounted under the forest crane above
the rear axle. On the Forst-trac, they are
mounted on the vehicle front.
Double drum units with a pulling force of
6 or 8 t are available. Depending on the
rope diameter and drum width, the maximum rope capacity is 150 metres. Pfanzelt uses multi-disc sinter plate packs for
the exact control of braking and clutch
operations. In order to avoid malfunctions
of the hydraulic control, Pfanzelt's geared
cable winch operates with a separate
oil circuit with filter unit, which is fed by
a hydraulic pump. The cable winch is
operated either via an electric pushbutton
control or a forestry radio system.
Technical details ►Page 18
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Pm Trac

For combination with a Pm Trac, various
Pfanzelt forwarding trailers are available
for forwarding short timber. Requirements
for modern forwarding trailers vary greatly
depending on their application.
Pfanzelt's series of Profi forwarding trailers offers adapted forwarding trailers with
up to 15 t payload in the forest. The logLINE forwarding trailer series even offers
17 t payload with the top model L19.
Technical specs ►Page 92

Multifunctional 8-wheel combination machine Pm Trac III.5
In combination with the powered Pfanzelt
Profi forwarding trailer with additional
comfort control, the Pm Trac becomes
a multifunctional 8-wheel combination
machine.
Both vehicles are optimally matched to
each other. The vehicle can thus be used
as a genuine 8-wheeler carrier tractor,
which even offers additional advantages
over a conventional 8-wheeler vehicle.

Technical details that impress:
• Synchronous driving
• Pre- or post-lead of the trailer can be
adjusted
• Total tractive force 161 kN (tractive
force of forwarding trailer 61 kN)
• Large distance from tractor rear axle
to rear trailer bogie axle enables easy
driving over slopes
• The long steering drawbar offers
enormous manoeuvrability, tracking
behaviour, and off-track driving
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